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This paper is based on the differential system A: 
Y’(x) = P(x) * IT(X) 
Y(a) = E, 
(A-0) 
(A.1) 
where P is a summable function from the number interval X : a < .v < b 
to the n x n matrices, E is the n x n indentity matrix, and the absolutely 
continuous function Y from X to the n x n matrices satisfies (A.0) for almost 
every x in X. It is well known that IV is nonsingular on X, and that if 2 is 
absolutely continuous and satisfies (A.0) and (A.l), then Y = 2, (cf. [l]). 
The purpose of the paper is to derive formulas for the products of the 
solution of A with the solution of B: 
Z’(x) = Q(x) . Z(x) (B-0) 
Z(a) = E, (B.1) 
and to demonstrate properties which these products possess. For example, 
necessary and sufficient conditions are stated under which ZY = YZ every- 
where on X. This result is an interesting companion to the works of 
Frechet [2], Huff [3], Kakar [4] and von Neumann [5], in which for constant 
coefficient matrices, commutativity is shown to occur at isolated points in X. 
Examples illustrate the results. 
Denote by S the set to which F belongs if and only if F is a (Lebesgue) 
summable function from X to the 71 x n matrices, and denote by A1 the 
subset of S to which G belongs if and only if G is an absolutely continuous 
function from X to the n x n matrices which has nonsingular values on X and 
which satisfies G(a) = E, the n-rowed identity matrix. In order to obtain a 
notational device for use throughout the remainder of the paper, we state 
the fundamental existence theorem as 
THEOREM U. There is only one reversible function U from S onto A1 with 
the property that if P is in S then there is a set X,, contained in X and hawing 
Lebesgue measure b - a, such that 
VP] (x) = P(x) * U[P] (x) for ewery x in x0 . 
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PROOF. The existence of only one function U from S to A1 is discussed 
in [l]. If U[P] = v[Q], then 0 = U[P]’ - U[Q]’ = (P -Q) * VP], so 
that since U[P] is nonsingular, P = Q almost everywhere on X. It follows 
that U is reversible (up to classes which are equivalent in the sense of 
Lebesgue). U maps S onto A1 because if V is in Al, then V’ * Vz is in S and 
v = Up-’ . I,“]. 
The inverse “I” as used above has the following meaning throughout the 
paper with respect to the function U : U[P]’ is the function from X to the 
n x n matrices defined for each s in X by U[P]‘(x) = (U[P] (x))‘, i.e., 
“I” is the ordinary matrix inverse. 
The notation provided by theorem CT makes it simpler to state 
THEOREM 1. These are true: 
(a) If each of P and Q is in S, then Q + v[Q] * P * U[Q]’ is in S and 
VQI . WI = UEQ + VQI . P * U[Ql’l. (1.1) 
(b) U[P] = E ;f and only ;f P = 0 almost everywhere on X. 
(c) If Q is in S, then the element P = - U[Q]’ * Q * v[Q] in S is such that 
U[Q] * U[P] = U[P] a U[Q] = E. In other words, 
U[Ql’ = U[- v[Ql’ . Q . VQII. (1.2) 
REMARK. Equation (1.2) is equivalent to the statement hat U[Q]’ satisfies 
the adjoint equation (Z’ = - ZQ) of equation (B.0). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. (a) The function Q + U[Q] . P * u[Q]‘, being 
a finite sum of products of continuous functions with summable functions, 
is in S. Observe that 
(VQI . UPI)’ (4 = Q(x) . UEQI (4 . WI (4 + v[Ql (4 . P(x) . WI (4 
= (Q(x) + ULQI (4 . PC4 . VQlz (4) . (VQI . ~‘[W4 
for almost every x in X, as does 
VQ + U[Ql. IJ . ULQI’I’ (4 
= (Q(x) + VQI (4 . PC4 . v[Ql’ (4) . U[Q +. VQI . P * VQl7 (4 (1.3) 
The uniqueness portion of Theorem U completes the proof of (1. I) since 
qQl(4 . W’l (4 = v[Q + v[Ql * P * u[Q1’1(4 = E, 
means there is only one solution of (1.3). 
(b) U[P]’ = 0 = P. U[P] implies P = 0. If P = 0 almost everywhere 
on X, then U[O]’ = 0 almost everywhere on X so that v[O] is constant. But 
U[O] (a) = E, which means U[O] = E. 
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(c) As in the proof of part (a), P is summable, and 
U[Q] - U[P] = U[Q + U[Q] - P * U[Q]‘] = U[Q -Q] = U[O] = E, 
by parts (a) and (b) above. 
Now Theorem 1 immediately raises interesting questions, especially when 
one observes that 
(U[P])Z = U[P] * U[P] = U[P + U[P] * P . U[P]l] f U[2P], 
unless P and U[P] commute almost everywhere on X. When P = A is 
constant, then P and U[P] commute and for each integer k, 
exp[A(3c - u)] = U[A] (x) and (U[A])k = U&4]. 
A second interesting question is: when do U[P] and U[Q] commute? The 
work of FrCchet, of Huff, and of Kakar centered on the following question: 
What is the set of all ordered pairs (P, Q) of n x n constant matrices (Frechet 
and Huff each used n = 2) such that 
expP*expQ=exp(P+Q)#expQ*expP and PQ # QP. 
The following two theorems settle companion questions concerning U[P] 
and U[Q] for summable P and Q. 
THEOREhl 2. If each of P and Q is in S, then these are equivalent: 
U[P] . U[Q] = U[Q] . U[P]. (2.1) 
{ U[P] * Q - Q * U[P]} * U[P]’ = { U[Q] * P - P . U[Q]} . U[Q]I, (2.2) 
almost everywhere on X. 
THEOREM 3. If each of P and Q is in S, then these are equivalent: 
WI - u[Ql = u[P + Q,]. (3.1) 
U[P] . Q = Q - U[P] almost everywhere on X. (3.2) 
Examples provided at the end of the paper show that these theorems hold 
independently of each other. The question of the existence of matrices 
(P, Q) such that 
expP*expQ=expQ.expPfexp(Q+P) 
was not considered by either Frechet, Huff, or Kakar, but is answered by 
Theorems 2, 3 in the present setting. 
It is interesting to note that Theorems 2 and 3 are each corollaries of the 
following more general 
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THEOREM 4. Let each of P and Q be in S. Suppose F is in S and G in S is 
given by G = Fe U[P] - P * U[P] - U[P] * Q. Then these are equivalent: 
U[P] . U[Q] = U[F]. (4.1) 
G = 0, almost everywhere on X. (4.2) 
Before proceeding to the proof of this theorem, we complete the observa- 
tion concerning Theorems 2 and 3. Theorem 2 follows by taking 
F = Q + U[Ql * P * U[Ql’ and Theorem 3 follows when F = P + Q. If A 
is in S, then taking F = A, 0, and P in turn, one obtains the results of Theo- 
rem 1, parts (a), (b), and (c), respectively. This latter observation, when 
combined with the proof which follows, suffices to show that Theorems 1 
and 4 are equivalent. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. Consider W = (U[P] * U[Q])’ * v[Fj. Then Eq. 
(4.1) is the statement W = E. It is easily verified using parts (a) and (c) of 
Theorem 1 that 
W = U[( v[P] . U[Q])’ . {F . U[P] - P . U[P] - U[P] . Q} . U[Q]] 
= WV1 - VQIY - G - VQII, 
from which, since G has nonsingular factors on either side, we conclude 
that Theorem 4 follows from Theorem l(b). 
The next theorem, which is a useful computational device, follows directly 
from Theorem 4 because of the way in which Q occurs in the definition of G. 
THEOREM 5. Let each of P and A be in S. Then these are equivalent: 
Q = U[P]’ . {A - P} U[P] is in S. (5.1) 
U[P] . U[Q] = U[A]. (5.2) 
COROLLARY. If each of P and Q is in S, then 
U[P] . U[ U[P]’ . Q . U[P]] = U[P + Q]. (5.3) 
REMARK. This corollary was known by Ince ([6], p. 410), and was recently 
used by Bebernes and Vinh [7] to obtain a result by “factoring” a solution 
and then discussing the asymptotic behavior of each factor. 
EXAMPLES. The examples below show that Theorems 2 and 3 are inde- 
pendent; though if P is a scalar multiple of E, the second equation in each 
theorem holds for each Q in S because then both P and U[P] commute with 
every n X n matrix. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Equations 3 do not follow from Eqs. 2, since if P is in S, 
U[P] . U[ - U[P]’ . P . U[P]] = U[ - U[P]’ . P . U[P]] . U[P] = E 
while 
U[P] * U[- U[P]’ . P * U[P]] f U[P - U[P]’ * P * U[P]], 
unless P commutes with U[P] almost everywhere on X. Thus Eq. (2.1) holds 
and Eq. (3.1) does not. 
EXAMPLE 2. Equations 2 do not follow from Eqs. 3, since if P is in S, 
we have 
u[P] * U[U[P]] = U[P + U[P] * U[P] . U[P]‘] 
= U[P + ~[Pll, 
whereas 
WT~II ’ UPI = W-WI + U[ WI1 . p . U[ U[Pll’J 
f w + Wll, 
unless P commutes with U[U[P]] almost everywhere on X. Therefore 
equation (3.1) holds while (2.1) does not. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
This numerical example shows that P and U[P] need not commute and 
furthermore that U[-P] f U[P]r. Let a = 0 and for each x > 0, let 
P(x) = [ - yx2 - 2 - iJ a 
Then 
and 
WI (4 = P2 [ _ ix _ ;$ + J 
U[P]’ (x) = erp [ - ;:’ + ’ - i] . 
One easily verifies that P and U[P] commute only at isolated points. Finally, 
for each x > 0 
Q(x) = [; - E - ‘1 
is such that Q # - P, but v[Q] = u[P]’ # U[- P]. 
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